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A brand new generation of super climate crates
for transport or artworks and exhibitions
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Best performances available on the market
LP Art is taking another step forward in Fine Art crating with
our new LP+ crate. This crate is the result of our internal
research and development. LP+ guaranties very high stability
in temperature and hygrometry throughout transportation.
LP+ is the only crate on the market offering such stability
performances at a price level which remains competitive.

Real condition
testing
For an exhibition in Australia in summer
2019 we took the opportunity to do a real
live test with important external variations
in humidity and temperature from our Paris
warehouse to Canberra warehouse both
ways.
On the way back the crate went by road
from Canberra to Sydney, then flew from
Sydney to Paris with a layover and change
of aircraft in Singapore.

Performances which have been validated
Out new LP + crate offers exceptional thermal and hygrometric
performances, illustrated by extreme condition testing.
To reach these performances we have integrated in our crate
LP+ a new insulating material, which is already used in other
specific industries such as transportation of organ transplants:
insulation wise, this material is 5 times more effective than
polystyrene and 7 time more effective than glass wool.

As you can see in the two first graphs on
the next page, temperature and humidity
levels are amazingly stable during all
the journey in comparison to outside
temperature. The merging of both lines on
the last day reflects the crate opening.
On a 53 hours journey, we measured a
2° Celsius decrease in temperature and a
0.7% increase in humidity.

Resistance to very high
temperatures
During a heatwave in summer 2019 LP+
was fully exposed to direct sunlight for a
full day from 9 AM to 5PM, with an external
temperature which raised from 80 °F to
122 °F.

Environmental guaranties
The super insulating material used for LP+ is made of two
components which are 100% recyclable by the factory who
produces it.
With this super isolating material the crate dimensions are
reduced compared to traditional super isothermal crates with
two layers of polystyrene. This reduces environmental impact
of the crate’s production and of its transportation.

The temperature in the crate raised from
80°F to 84.2°F.

Resistance to very low
temperatures
We tested LP+ in a cold room in conditions
much stronger than any artworck crate
should ever be exposed to. After 12 hours
at 37 °F, LP+ showed strong resistance
abilities and the temperature inside the
crate only decreased from 66°F to 60°F.
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Our workshop is available
to answer any questions you may have.
Tel : +33 1 49 35 30 00
E-mail : info@lpart.fr
Web : www.lpart.fr
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